Here I map out the Atlantic intertwining between neo-liberal/neo-imperial Spain and cinema by analyzing Antonio Banderas's body politics as the postmodern (post-or neoimperialist) Don Juan. Banderas's career trajectory from 1991 to 2001 coincides with larger political and historical developments. He arrived in Hollywood in the early 1990s, a moment when different but interconnected historical events came togetherthe end of the Cold War and the neo-liberal globalization of the United States with treaties such as NAFTA and GATT; the growing public profile of the fundamentalist religious right and gays; and the mainstream population's (unwilling) acceptance of Latinos as a differentiated community. Hollywood needed a new kind of masculinity that gathered in all these new dimensions of United States identity while not completely shedding traditional Hollywood male typology, and Banderas fulfilled all the requirements. At the same time in Banderas Spain acquired a global card of presentation for its new neoimperialist and Atlantic pursuits in Latin America.
The neo-imperialist thrust that defines Spain's economic redeployment in Latin America is well documented, although not well studied. Moreover, the analyses that exist are political or economic (Casilda Bejar) and, with only a few exceptions (Robbins) , do not venture into the realm of culture. Consequently, this article resituates Spanish cinema of the 1990s out of the nationalist framework in which it is normally studied and into a postnational frame in which Spanish cinema legitimizes Spanish neo-imperialism in a global arena. However, because of its postimperialist condition, Spain's "global arena" is basically limited to the Atlantic. Here, I attempt to map out the Atlantic intertwining between neo-liberal/neo-imperial Spain and cinema by analyzing the body politics of Spanish actor Antonio Banderas, the postmodern (post-or neo-imperialist) Don Juan.
I also suggest that Spanish Atlantic cinema, so centrally embodied by Banderas, reflects the globalization of North American culture and politics. The United States, the first empire in history to exert global hegemony, wields its imperial power most intensely on its nearest neighbor, Latin America. As a result, the United States developed an unprecedented interest in Latino, Latin American, and Spanish representations in the 1990s. In this context, I interpret the desire for and identification with the Hispanic masculinity that Banderas embodies as North American masculinity's global mirror stage (Lacan) . The encounter with Hispanic masculinity is the stage on which North American masculinity finds its new global identity reflected, albeit, and as Lacan insists, in a distorted and fictional way (4). Moreover, given that Banderas's roles were originally associated with an excessive gay sexuality, I argue that North American masculinity became global as reflected by Hispanic gay masculinity. Thus, I posit the postmodern gay Latin lover as the first bio-political global subject (Foucault) .
Why did Antonio Banderas (1960-) , a Spanish actor of limited acting skills and a heavy Spanish accent (only shed much later) suddenly triumph in Hollywood? With the exception of Antonio Moreno (1887 Moreno ( -1967 , an actor of the silent film era, no other Spaniard has accomplished such a feat. When Banderas made his personal debut in Hollywood at the 1992 Academy Awards ceremony, Billy Crystal introduced him as the "sexiest man in the world" (Fernandez and Oliva 163). Such overnight success is not unusual in Hollywood, but considering that Banderas is not French or Northern European, his rise to the top is meteoric even by Hollywood standards. Ironically, the quintessential representation of the Latin lover celebrated in Hollywood in the 1990s was found, molded and promoted in the 1980s by gay Spanish director Pedro Almodovar, the ambassador and trend-setter of the new democratic Spain and all its excesses. Banderas's roles in Almodovar films are either openly gay or tinged with sexual ambiguity, a point I will develop at the end of this essay. Banderas moved to Hollywood in 1991 to shoot The Mambo Kings, his first film as Latin lover. Thereafter, he appeared in Philadelphia (1993) , House of the Spirits (1993) , Interview with the Vampire (1994), Of Love and Shadows (1994) , Desperado (1995), Miami Rhapsody (1995) , Assassins (1995) , Never Talk to Strangers (1995) , Four Rooms (1995) , Two Much (1995) , Evita (1996) , The Mask of Zorro (1998) , The 13th Warrior (1999) 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 30, Iss. 1 [2006] of the relationship between Hollywood films and U.S. popular culture but also in terms of the relationship between the Reagan presidency and the popular construction of national identity: to the extent that the president stands for the nation, and to the extent that a particular president constructs that standing in distinctly masculine terms, the national identity must itself be figured in relation to popular masculine models and narratives of masculine generation and power. (12) However, towards the late 1980s, this almighty masculinity underwent a crisis as feminist, gay, and racial-ethnic groups questioned Reaganism and its politics just as the end of the Cold War globalized American hegemony and culture.
At this moment, masculinity underwent another mutation. In an attempt to preserve its hyper-masculine values inherited from the 1980s, and while adjusting to the demands of the 1990s, masculinity split into two. In most 1990s films, two actors portray separately the 6 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 30, Iss. 1 [2006] Furthermore, one can extend the "buddy film" series to "Hispanic gay buddy films" such as Philadelphia and Interview with the Vampire, and to the "technological buddy film" such as Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991) , in which there are two terminators, the good and the bad, the motherly and the fatherly, instead of the single stalking terminator of the original film. Arnold Schwarzenegger becomes the nurturing and motherly terminator while Robert Patrick as the shape-shifting T1000 terminator takes the old role of the chastizing sadistic fatherly figure.
Quoting J. Willemen, Steve Neale notes that in order to preserve the desirability of masculinity within a heterosexual matrix, films generate a complex dynamic of sado-masochism (fights and destruction, verbal silence) in which the disavowal of desire for the same sex is enacted alongside misogyny: "male figures on the screen are subject to voyeuristic looking, both on the part of the spectator and on the part of other male characters. . . . The repression of any explicit avowal of eroticism in the act of looking at the male seems structurally linked to a narrative content marked by sado-masoch-istic fantasies and scenes" (16 Finally, Banderas has played South American characters in House of Spirits, Of Love and Shadows, and Evita. These characters all register magic realist traits (for example, Che Guevara transformed into a common man, appears as the narrator in Evita). Also in these three films in which the geographical and political distance from the United States is greater than in the Mexican and Caribbean films, Banderas plays a more traditional "middle of the road hero" (Lukacs) . He is the leftist engage "good guy" liberal North America wants to see in every representation of Latin American dictatorial realities (although even under the guise of the revolutionary man Banderas does not shed his excessive masculinity). Perhaps the only remarkable feature of Banderas's South American roles, beyond the cliched and prescribed magic realist aura, is that he has learned to sing (Evita) thus diversifying his masculine qualities (traditional masculinity a la John Wayne does not usually sing, Roy Rogers not withstanding).
In the late 1990s, as the Latino-Latin American presence in Hollywood was finally being accepted in more positive terms, Banderas played historical roles that further dilute the Hispanic and gay identities Hollywood gave him in the early 1990s. In The 13th Warrior
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 30, Iss. 1 [2006] 83). Conversely, the geopolitical difference between both actors explains the contrast in sexuality: the normative heterosexual roles played by Olmos stand out against the "gay-tinted" characters portrayed by Banderas. But historically, from the Romero-Montalban-Quinn generation to the new one of Olmos-Banderas-Marin-Sheen-Garcia, a specialization has occurred from general otherness to specialized LatinoLatin-American-Spanish otherness. Banderas is as specialized as Marin; "sexy" is as specialized as "funny," which does not mean the same amount of work or recognition. This specialization triggered by domestic heterosexual Latino masculinity has made room for the reemergence of the excessive outsider gay Latin lover.
Banderas's appearance points to the emergence of a global masculinity. The above genealogy of American and Hispanic masculinities, as well as Banderas's position within it, points to the fact that masculinity is now negotiated globally rather than domestically (as in the white/African-American buddy film). The combination Latino/Latin American and gay, parallels the combination of African American and drag queen (RuPaul, Paris is Burning [1991] , The Crying Game [1992] , and The Fifth Element [1997] In contrast to previous negotiations with foreign masculinities, be they German Nazi or sophisticated French masculinity, Banderas combines both identification and desire. Lacan posits that identification (and desire) is always tangentially bound to failure. As Lacan explains, when the subject identifies with its image in the mirror, this identification "situates the ego . . . in a fictional direction that will forever remain irreducible to any single individual . . . [in] discordance with his own reality" (4), because the other (a Hispanic gay other in our case) is part of that identification. Thus, the identification with and desire for Latino/Latin American-gay masculinity is (mis)placed on Banderas's body because it is the "wrong" body: heterosexual, Spanish, and European. As Slavoj Ziiek, following Lacan, reminds us, mis-identification guarantees the success of identification and desire. Thus a Hispanic gay mis-identification legitimates the new global symbolic order as well as the central place occupied by North American masculinity in it. Following Lacan, one could also say that the other-with a small "o"-serves as the desiring and identification referent that keeps the traumatic effect of the real, the thing that cannot be represented, at bay. Latino/Latin Americans and gay people are both unavoidable and traumatic to the hegemonic United States. To borrow from Roosevelt, one could rename this political approach "the sexy neighbor policy."
In order to explain the historicity of the global mirror stage as well as the culmination of its formation in the early 2000s, it is important to move to musical performance. The young performer who was supposed to become the new great Hispanic actor and to occupy center stage in Hollywood was Ricky Martin, the first Latino/ Latin American man to achieve widespread fame and mainstream recognition in the United States media. His popularity peaked with his performance of "The Cup of Life" at the Grammy Awards in February 1999. He was able to represent otherness in a more specific way (a Latino lover instead of a Latin lover) than could a Spaniard like Banderas. Yet, the moment Latin (lover) sexuality and non-foreign otherness (Latino) collided in the body of Ricky Martin, the delicate and global balance between identity and desire achieved by Banderas's global mirror disappeared. As a Puerto Rican performer, Martin was too close to home to keep that balance. As a result, his career was reduced to a discussion about his possible (closeted) gay identity; after all, excessive sexuality, when domestic, is always suspected of homosexuality. Camille Paglia asked "Ricky Martin-superstud or closet case?" in the title of her Salon column:
Since we are both [Paglia and her companion] longtime idolators [sic] of the hip-swiveling John Travolta of 'Saturday Night Fever, `Grease' and 'Urban Cowboy,' I've been steadily pondering the Martin paradox. There's something uncontrolled and vaguely queeny about Martin's pelvic gyrations that wasn't part of the Dionysian tribal humping of the early, ecstatic Elvis Presley or the lascivious Tom Jones. There's also an unsettling disconnect between Martin's Latin body language and his WASPish, sanitized teeny-bopper persona, which would fit right in on 'The Donna Reed Show. ' Martin lacks the louche [sic] , brooding, seductive, heavy-lidded magnetism of men of the world from Cesar Romero and Ricardo Montalban to Julio Iglesias and Antonio Banderas, with their languid bedroom eyes.
Martin's Latino hybridity between domestic and foreign, American and Puerto Rican, was constructed as unstable, undesirable, and ultimately as "flawed"; Martin had to be gay, since he was not as "masculine" as his predecessor Latin lovers. (Hart 74) . As a result of Almodovar's heterosexualization of him, Banderas himself came out of the "homosexual closet" in which the director had put him and finally started to assume heterosexual roles (Tie Me Up). However, the homosexual trace of sexual excess that initiated his career has stayed with him, and Hollywood has capitalized on it.
As I noted earlier, both Spain and the United States were undergoing important historical transitions at the time Banderas became popular in the 1980s and the 1990s, respectively. Franco died in 1975 and Spain transitioned to democracy, while the United States assumed a new global hegemony. The first ten years of the Spanish "transition" were marked by instability and a certain freedom to celebrate new realities (Vilaros, Moreiras) . Because this historical moment was perceived as "liberatory," Spanish reality took a carnivalesque turn, in the Bakhtinian sense. The disappearance of the old (Francoism) and the arrival of the new (the repressed domestic reality and the unavailable exterior modernity) were celebrated through excess. Excess compensates for the shortcomings of the institutions in crisis. In this carnivalesque transition, unofficial and subaltern cultures, such as the gay, which can portray historical excess through representations of masculinity, took cultural center stage, and the critical leftist culture, which relied on realism, was sidelined. Almodovar's cinema celebrated the arrival of the new and mourned the departure of the old. Gay culture's marginal position has always forced gays to reappropriate official culture and exaggerate it (as it does with masculinity). Another way to official reappropriation is camp (Bergman, Meyer, Yarza) In the late 1960s, when Spain's population finally migrated to urban areas and agriculture was no longer the main sector of production, tourism, the tertiary sector, emerged as the main industry of Spain. Not steel but tourism (Schubert 209) . At the same time that Spain shifted from an agricultural society to a service society that catered to foreign tourists, large numbers of Spanish workers were emigrating to northern Europe. This economic shift allowed the theme park-like imaginary to carry romantic Spain into the twentieth century and, simultaneously, turned Spain into a postmodern country by the last third of the century. Before Disneyland became the model for theme parks and postmodern themed culture (Gottdiener), Spain had already existed as a theme park nation. Although, thanks to Hemingway, Spanish femininity became more prominent than Spanish masculinity, the matador/Latin lover genealogy persisted and consolidated during Francoism. Almodovar's film Matador or Madonna's video Take a Bow (1994) continue this tradition. In Matador, the young Banderas is watching the enactment and criticism of the Hispanic theme park he will embody for a global audience in Hollywood in the 1990s.
Banderas is heir to this European romantic genealogy of Spain as sexual theme park, consolidated during late Francoism as postmodern national culture. But Banderas inverts his forebears' para-
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 30, Iss. 1 [2006] (Gristwood) . Banderas is aware of his historical conjunction. His masculinity is up for grabs, or if one could generalize the headlines of a cover of The Advocate, Banderas is not only a "gay for pay" but "Hispanic (gay) masculinity for pay." Although to date it remains a project, Banderas keeps talking of producing a filmic version of the Don Juan, the ur-Banderas, the forebear of his own genealogy (Fernandez and Oliva 202 
